
Level of detail: Basic

About: This graphic shows how investors can contribute 

to the positive impact of their investment portfolios. 

The ABC represents the impact of the underlying 

assets/enterprises in a portfolio and stands for:

  Act to avoid harm

  Benefit stakeholders

  Contribute to solutions

Level of detail: Medium

About: This map shows the relationship between 

common impact terms. Zooming is possible using 

your mouse, trackpad or the slider in the bottom 

right corner. The terms are broken down vertically 

with increasing levels of detail. Investment strategies 

and their definitions appear in the centre. They are 

the focus of the map and appear horizontally along a 

continuum to indicate the level of intentional impact 

using the following frameworks:

Level of detail: Medium

About: This useful graphic from the Impact Investing 

Institute maps investment approaches according to 

their finance goals, impact goals and intentions. It’s 

Level of detail: High

About: This is the full information on the ABC 

framework by the IMP. In our amended version (above) 

the matrix is populated with examples of types of 

financial products. In the IMP’s version, the matrix is 

Challenge 2�

CONFUSION ABOUT ThE BOUNDARIES OF  
IMPACT INVESTING AND WhERE IT SITS  
IN RELATION TO SIMILAR APPROAChES

This original framework was devised by the Impact 

Management Project (IMP). We have adapted 

it slightly by including examples of financial 

instruments that can be used to create additional 

impact. This resource also appears in the GSG report, 

The Impact Principle.

1  ABC Impact Classes  
(The Impact Management Project)

2  Impact First vs. Finance First

We recognise that there are differing views on how 

to map the impact-related investment strategies as 

well as where the boundaries of impact investing are. 

The GSG will be working with the industry on this 

and welcomes your thoughts on how to continue to 

improve on how these issues are illustrated.

a helpful way to visualise and compare investment 

strategies across the spectrum.

populated with examples of actual financial products. 

This can be toggled to show an example of how PGGM, 

the manager of the second biggest pension fund in 

the Netherlands (PFZW), is investing its €220 billion of 

assets under management.

Resource 2.1 
The ABC Impact Classes (simplified)

Resource 2.2 
Interactive Vocabulary Map

Resource 2.3 
The Spectrum of Capital

Resource 2.4 
The ABC Impact Classes (full)

I M P A C T  N A R R A T I V E

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-0MlRzBATFvYoxJexyq2j12R27bN6szP/view
https://gsgii.org/reports/the-impact-principle-widening-participation-deepening-practice-for-impact-investment-at-scale/
https://app.mural.co/t/gsg1403/m/gsg1403/1617101177204/b61bbd8ab916574c8d6ea27e723b7c2b8b277cb6?sender=u74c5a422faa92c67c9051884
https://impactmanagementproject.com/investor-impact-matrix/
https://www.impactinvest.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Spectrum-of-capital-general-version.pdf
https://impactmanagementproject.com/investor-impact-matrix/



